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To all uphoin, it may concerta.
the shaft D, and at the other end to the sec
Be it known that I, CHARLES MI. DEWEY, of to
tion
C of the needlebar, transmits motion to
Jersey City, in the county of Hudson and State the latter
from said shaft. At the lower end
of New Jersey, have invented a certain new the section C of the needle-bar is provided
and useful Improvement in Sewing-Machines, with a horizontally-extending bar, b. On this
of which the following is a specification.
horizontally - extending bar b ?its the lower
My improvement relates particularly to a section,
the needle- bar. This lower
sewing-machine whereby the serging or over section ofC,theof needle-bar
has a rib, c, which
sewing of the cut edges of cloth with ZigZag fits into a groove, b, in the
bar b. Screws
O stitches may be performed.
b',
passing
through
a
slot
in
the bar b and
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is entering the section C of the needle-bar,
a face view of a piece of cloth serged accord the two parts together, but nevertheless hold
ing to my improvement, Fig. 2 is a sectional mit a horizontal movement of the sectionper
C
side view of a sewing-machine for Serging the of the needle - bar relatively to the bar b. 65
cloth. Fig. 3 is a view of certain paris, showing The needle E is Secured to the section C" of
the opposite side to that which is illustrated in the needle - bar by a clamping - screw, d, or
Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is a view of certain parts look other suitable means. It must be understood
ing in the direction indicated by the arrow v, that the lower section, C, of the needle-bar 70
Fig. 2. Fig. 5 is sectional view of certain
horizontally to and fro, and also
parts taken transversely to the length of the reciprocates
reciprocates up and down with the main sec
machine and at the plane of the dotted line a tion of the needle-bar. The section C of the
ac, Fig. 2. Fig. 6 is an inverted plan or under needle-bar has a vertical groove which fits a
side view of certain parts. Fig. 7 is a side rod, F, extending downwardly from a hori
view of a can used in the machine, and Fig. 8 zontally-movable slide, F. The slide F is of 75
25 is an end view of the cam and a sectional view dovetail shape and fits in a dovetail groove in
of parts deriving motion therefrom.
extension, R, from the arm R of the frame.
Similar letters of reference designate corre an
The extension R is shown as made separately
sponding parts in all the figures.
frame R, and secured thereto by a 83
The piece of cloth shown in Fig. 1 is repre from the
or Screws. It may, however, be made
sented as having one of its cut edges serged screw
integral. The movement of the slide F causes
by sewing over the same with zigzag stitches the
horizontal
reciprocating movement of the
a. As here shown, these are lock-stitches, section
C of the needle-bar.
owing to the employment of a shuttle-thread The slicle IF derives its motion from a bell
in conjunction with a needle-thread in sewing crank
G', which is fulcrumed at the
35 them. These stitches preclude the cloth from middlelever,
to the arm R of the frame of the ma
tearing out or unraveling, and thus enable it chine, connected pivotally at one end to the
to be united to another piece closer to the edge slide
F, and at the other end to a link, G.
than otherwise would be practicable.
link G” is pivotally connected at one end 9 O
I will now describe the machine shown in The
to the bell-crank lever G', and at the other to
the other figures of the drawings.
an arm, G", projecting from a lever, G. The
The frame may be of any suitable form, and arm
G' is adjustably connected to the lever G
comprises an arm, R.
by
means
of a screw, G', passing through a
A is the presser-foot bar. This bar may be longitudinal
in the arm and entering a
made and operated in the ordinary manner. tapped hole inslot
the
lever. The lever G is full
45 Any suitable tension devices may be em crumed to a standard, G", extending from the
ployed.
of the frame of the machine. The lever
C designates the main section of the needle bed
extends
through the bed, and below the lat
bar. This section is like an ordinary needle ter is connected
to a sliding frame, IOO
bar, and is reciprocated up and down through H. This slidingpivotally
frame
reciprocates
the
the agency of a rotary shaft, D. A pitman, Same directions and at the same times in
as the
B, connected pivotally at one end to a wrist, lower section, C, reciprocates horizontally.

B, extending from a disk, B, which is affixed It works in bearings f, affixed to the under
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side of the bed. The shuttle-race 0 forms part
of it; hence the shuttle is reciprocated to and
fro horizontally when the lower section, C,
of the needle-bar and the needle are recipro
cated horizontally; and this motion of the shut
tle with the race is, of course, additional to
the ordinary motion of the shuttle along the
race. The lever G has motion imparted to it
by means of a cam, I, affixed to the shaft D.
IO The shaft D has affixed to one end a crank,
TD'. This crank D has pivotally connected to
it by a link, i, one end of a combined link and
lever, D', which between the ends is fulcrumed
to a swinging arm, D, and at the other end is
connected with a crank - wrist, D', carried
by a driving - shaft, J. The driving - shaft
J is provided with a fly-wheel, and also with
a belt-pulley, through the agency of which it
may derive motion. The crank. Wrist D has
also connected to it one end of a link or rod,
K, which at the other end is connected to a
crank or arm, K", that is affixed to a rock
shaft, L. The rock-shaft L is supported in
bearings extending downwardly from the bed
2 5 of the machine. It has affixed to it an arm,L,
which is connected to the shuttle-carrier M,
that travels along the shuttle-raceg by means
of a link, N. This link N is pivotally con
nected in an ordinary manner to the arm L';
but it is connected to a pin, Stud, or screw, h,
extending from the shuttle-carrier M in such
manner that the said pin, stud, or screw may
slide in it when the shuttle-carrier reciprocates
with the sliding frame H. On the shaft L is
35 also affixed a cam, O, which imparts motion to
a clutch-bar, P, whereby a feed-wheel, Q, is
rotated. The needle and shuttle are recipro
cated horizontally after each descent of the
needle. The combined movements of the nee
dle and shuttle result in the formation of Zig
Zagstitches. The shuttle is moved by the car
rier in unison with the needle, in order to
avoid the unequal tension of the shuttle
thread, which otherwise would be produced.
45 The provision which is afforded by the holes
in the lever G and the slot in the arm G for
changing the fulcrum of the lever and Securing
the arm G to it in different position enables

What I claim as my invention, and desire to
secure by Letters Patent, is
1. In a sewing-machine, the combination of 55
a neede - bar having reciprocating motions
vertically and horizontally, a shuttle-carrier
having a reciprocating motion corresponding
to the horizontal reciprocating motion of the
needle-bar, a lever for imparting the horizon
tal reciprocating motion to the needle-bar, a
frame for imparting the horizontal recipro
cating motion to the shuttle-carrier, and a le
wer with which said frame and the first-men
tioned lever for imparting the horizontal mo- 65
tion to the needle-bar are connected to receive
motion therefrom, Substantially as specified.
2. In a sewing-machine, the combination of
the needle-bar composed of two sections, CC,
the slide F, having a horizontal motion only, 7o
the arm F, forming a connection between the
slide E' and the section C, the lever G, a con
nection between the lever and the slide F, a
shaft, D, and a connection between the shaft
and the section C of the needle-bar, substan- 75
tially as specified.
3. In a sewing-machine, the combination of
the needle-bar composed of two sections, C C,
the slide F, the standard G, upon which a le
ver, G, is fulcrumed, said lever being verti- 8o
cally adjustable relatively to said fulcrum, a
shuttle-race, the frame H, connected to the
lever G and the shuttle-race, a shaft, D, and a
connection between the shaft and the section C

of the needle-bar, substantially as specified. 85
4. In a sewing-machine, the combination of
the needle-bar composed of two sections, CC,
the slide F, the lever G, the lever G', the link
G", the arm G, having an adjustable connec
tion with the lever G, the shaft D, and a con-go
nection between the shaft and the section C of .
the needle-bar, substantially as specified.
5. In a sewing-machine, the combination of
the needle-bar composed of two sections, CC,
the slide F, the lever G, a connection between 95
the lever and the slide, a shaft, D, and a con
nection between the shaft and the section C of
the needle-bar, a shuttle-race, and the frame

H,C8.connected to the lever G and the shuttle
C. M. DEWEY.

the transverse movement of the needle to be

varied at pleasure. The machine may there
fore be used for tacking or sewing stitches over
a piece of cord.

Witnesses:

T. J. KEANE,
W. T. LIPSEY.

